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Ideal automation for insulin management – with
interpretation of risk ratio
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Using device-supported automated basal insulin (BI)
titration was reported to be associated with reducing
HbA1c.1 In The Lancet Regional Health-Western Pacific, a
meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) by
Luo, Chang et al. confirmed the association between using
automated BI titration and HbA1c level reduction as
automated management is more accurate than self-man-
agement.2 However, patient self-titration was more effec-
tive than practitioner-led titration in terms of non-
influence by doctors’ clinical inertia and better patient
engagement.3–5 Overall, automation promoting not clinical
inertia but motivation is ideal for insulin management.

In Chang’s report, the Cochran–Mantel–Haenszel
test was used to analyze the common risk ratio. The
meta-analysis including three RCTs revealed that the
proportion of people reaching the target of HbA1c
level<7% is significantly higher with automated BI
titration [intervention] than with conventional care
[control] (risk ratio (RR), 1.82 [95% confidence interval
(CI), 1.16–2.86]). Thus, the “target incidence for inter-
vention [%]” (%I) was 1.82 times higher than that of the
“target incidence for control [%]” (%C). In a previous
meta-analysis report, when the RR was 1.37, the RR was
interpreted as “having a 37% higher risk”.6 In this case,
if %I and %C are interchanged, the RR becomes
1 ÷ 1.37≈0.73. Then, the RR was interpreted as “having
a 27% lower risk”. The percentage of risk reduction by
intervention should be calculated by “%C − %I”. In the
Cochrane handbook, the risk difference in percentage is
proposed as “%C × (1 − RR)”.7 This may be because “%
C × (1 −%I ÷ %C) = %C −%I”. In the Cochran–Mantel–
Haenszel test, common RR (CRR) ≈ total %I ÷ total %C,
but not = , owing to adjustment. In the risk difference in
percentage, if %I and %C are interchanged, “%
I × (1 − %C ÷ %I) = %I − %C”, which is reasonable.
Readers can calculate the risk difference in percentage
from the RR and total %C. Chang’s report is excellent in
terms of not using misleading expressions.

This issue regarding the ratio is applicable to the
hazard ratio (HR) analyzed using the Cox proportional
hazard model with a “binary covariate” (BC). When the
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BC is 1 for intervention and 0 for control, −logeS(t) for
intervention (−LN[S(t)]I) ÷ −logeS(t) for control (−LN
[S(t)]C) = HR [S(t) = cumulative survival rate function].
In the formula of risk difference in percentage, “%
C × (1 − %I ÷ %C)”, if %C is changed to −LN[S(t)]C and
%I is changed to −LN[S(t)]I, the formula becomes “−LN
[S(t)]C × (1 − ‘−LN[S(t)]I ÷ −LN[S(t)]C’ [‘HR’]”. Thus,
firstly, “cumulative survival rate for Kaplan–Meier
method” (S(t)KM) estimated from the KM curve for
control in reports is logarithmically transformed to −LN
[S(t)KM]C. Secondly, because “−LN[S(t)KM]
C × (1 − HR)” indicates “−LN[S(t)KM]C − adjusted −LN
[S(t)KM]I,” an adjusted −LN[S(t)KM]I can be calculated.
Third, the adjusted −LN[S(t)KM]I is exponentially
transformed to adjusted [S(t)KM]I. Finally, {(1 − [S(t)
KM]C) − (1 − adjusted [S(t)KM]I)} × 100 indicates the
“risk difference in percentage adjusted by HR [%]” (RD
%aHR). Using this method, the percentage of risk
reduction considering the time axis can be estimated
theoretically. However, high credibility of HR is needed
to guarantee the accuracy of RD%aHR. For example,
increased censoring and a biased ratio of intervention to
control can theoretically reduce the credibility of HR.
However, the credibility of difference between [S(t)KM]
C and [S(t)KM]I decreases more than that of HR. Thus,
RD%aHR should be used in cases with more censoring.

In a previous report assessing the relationship be-
tween HbA1c and time-to-death using a Cox model,
various HbA1c (1 of BC) was compared to HbA1c7.5%
(0 of BC).8 In which case, comparing the magnitude
relationship of HR is meaningful because censoring
biases are relatively common. Moreover, a report
regarding side effects evidences that lower event in-
cidences led to a wider 95%CI of ratio.9 Credibility of
ratio should be interpreted considering event
incidences.

The ratio of intervention to control may theoretically
affect the credibility of HR. In a previous report, for
stroke events in diabetic patients, the 95%CI of HR,
when depressive symptoms and moderate/severe stress
(“DandS”) = 1 and non-symptoms = 0 in BC, is wider
than that, when depressive symptoms or moderate/se-
vere stress (“DorS”) = 1 and non-symptoms = 0, despite
similar HR.10 The n of DandS (416) was lower than that
of DorS (1091), and the n of non-symptoms was 2583. A
lower ratio of DandS to non-symptoms may cause a
wider 95%CI of HR. Credibility of HR should be
interpreted by referring to the ratio of intervention to
control. Although event incidences cannot be predicted,
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the ratio of intervention to control is human-caused,
which should be recognized as an issue.

Chang’s report revealed the importance of automation
promoting not clinical inertia but motivation for insulin
management, with appropriate statistical interpretation.
Further improvements in the quality of insulin man-
agement and statistical interpretation are required.
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